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Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisher Lonely Planet Southwest USA is your

passport to the most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden

discoveries await you. Sup on a green chile sauce, explore the geological treasure of the Grand

Canyon, visit the Old West towns that lured gold and copper prospectors, or enjoy the flashy

pleasures of Las Vegas; all with your trusted travel companion. Get to the heart of Southwest USA

and begin your journey now! Inside Lonely Planet's Southwest USA Travel Guide:  Color maps and

images throughout Highlights and itineraries help you tailor your trip to your personal needs and

interests Insider tips to save time and money and get around like a local, avoiding crowds and

trouble spots Essential info at your fingertips - hours of operation, phone numbers, websites, transit

tips, prices Honest reviews for all budgets - eating, sleeping, sight-seeing, going out, shopping,

hidden gems that most guidebooks miss Cultural insights give you a richer, more rewarding travel

experience - landscapes, art, history, customs/etiquette, shopping, wildlife, hiking, cuisine, wine,

shopping, outdoor adventure Over 65 color maps Covers Las Vegas & Nevada, Arizona, New

Mexico, Southwest Colorado, Sante Fe, Park City, Utah and more The Perfect Choice: Lonely

Planet Southwest USA, our most comprehensive guide to Southwest USA, is perfect for both

exploring top sights and taking roads less traveled.  Looking for a guide focused on Las Vegas?

Check out Lonely Planet's Discover Las Vegas, a photo-rich guide to Las Vegas' most popular

attractions, or Pocket Las Vegas, a handy-sized guide focused on the can't-miss sights for a quick

trip. Looking for more extensive coverage? Check out Lonely Planet's Western USA guide for a

comprehensive look at all the region has to offer. Authors: Written and researched by Lonely Planet,

Amy C Balfour, Carolyn McCarthy and Greg Ward. About Lonely Planet: Since 1973, Lonely Planet

has become the world's leading travel media company with guidebooks to every destination, an

award-winning website, mobile and digital travel products, and a dedicated traveler community.

Lonely Planet covers must-see spots but also enables curious travelers to get off beaten paths to

understand more of the culture of the places in which they find themselves.
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I love Lonely Planet guides and have used them on visits to many places around the world - but this

is not one of their better releases. First of all, I would strongly caution people against buying the

Kindle edition. E-books are fine when you are going to read from beginning to end. But when you

are going to be frequently skipping around in a book, and you want to quickly look up certain

sections, they are a pain in the #$&. I often end up spending too much time trying to get to the part

of the book I want, and that was very true with this. My next LP guide will certainly be a paper copy.

Secondly, this is not one of LP's better written and more informative releases. Of course, it did have

some useful information and suggestions, but I have seen better from Lonely Planet. On this trip I

was using their Colorado guide as well as this, and the CO book was clearly superior.

This book was informative, and helpful on a recent road trip through the Southwest. The index

needs improvement. Several times there was a restaurant (e.g. the Owl Bar and Cafe) or an entire

town that I looked for in the index, but it wasn't listed. Later I would find that there was information

about the place in the book, but I didn't find it until too late, because it wasn't in the index.

I was expecting more cowboy / western highlights, with historical information about the wild west. It

is a great guide if you are into hiking, but I'm specifically going on a wild west adventure, so it wasn't

really what I was hoping for.

Using as a guide to find photographic opportunities in my part of the country. This is perfect for my

use.

Well done as are all the Lonely Planet guide books. Good information about regions, customs,

pricing and lodging.



Very thorough book! Great itineraries and beautiful pictures. Makes planning our trip so easy! Got

hooked on Lonely planet after using their Morocco book.

Good introduction. Helpful and current. We used it for a 2 week trip to the Santa Fe environs.

very complete information
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